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1 Introduction
Synchronization, or timing, is one of the most acute problems in creating new
generations of VLSI circuits and VLSI systems [1,2,3]. The growth of integration scale, both due t o the size of circuit components scaling down and
increase in circuit area, results in a substantially stronger effect of wires on
structural and behavioural characteristics of a VLSI chip. The relative part of
a chip area occupied by interconnections considerably increases. As X scales
down so does the gate delay while the propagation delay per the wire length
unit remains unchanged (reportedly, may even grow [4]). If, previously, a
circuit has been defined as a collection of the active decision elements interconnected by wires, then, without exaggeration, one may define it now as a
collection of the wires connected by transistors.
With the growth of speed and larger distances (both relative and absolute)
thzt the signals must be transferred dong, one can see that the requirements
for the delivery (through wires) of timing and data signals to a particular place
a t a particular time become much stricter. The "skewn between timing and
d a t a signals, which is due to a spread in delay values, leads to the electronic
arbitration condition [5,6] arising in flipflops and other feedbacked circuits.
This condition may then be followed by a complete "break-down" of timing
order in the system.
After analysing the requirements for timing conditions the researchers suggested [2,7] a concept of the equichronic region, a VLSI chip area inside which
a reliable timing can be achieved. The size of the equichronic region becomes
less with smaller gate delays and a higher clock frequency. Rather rough estimates show that a linear size of the equichronic region must not exceed the
distance a t which the propagation delay is equal to the gate switching delay.
To tackle the above-mentioned problems one may try t o slow down the o p
erating clock rate, introduce more clock sequences, make certain geometrical
improvements, and, hence, complications, in the circuit design. However, all
these measures can only mitigate but not obviate the principal difficxlties.
One of the clear ways to overcome these problems is to build self-timed circuits
[7,8]. The organization of a self-timed behaviour is based on the use of circuits
t h a t are insensitive to delays. Such circuits have also been known as Muller
circuits or aperiodic automata [9,10,11].
The algebraic background of delay-insensitive circuits and their subsequent
investigations [8,9,10,11,12] demonstrate the possibility of constructing an arbitrary discrete circuit (finite state-machine) whose behaviour is invariant to
the delays in its components. However, though it may seem rather odd, all
the known theoretical and practical results do not guarantee complete inde-

penience of component delays. This statement does by no means contradict
to the precise formal results by Muller and his successors because all these
results stem from the Muller's assumption of delays. This assumption, on
the today's technological level, certainly requires some special geometrical
constraints.
According to the Muller's assumption the entire delay in an element is associated with its output, and the element is considered as a single unit. As a
consequence, the spread in delays of the output wire after its branching can be
neglected. This assumption, which has not been for years doubted, appears
to be the background for the whole theory of delay-independent circuits. Certain attempts to study the problem of circuits whose behaviour is insensitive
to wire delays [12,13,14] has given somewhat pessimistic conclusions, though
led also to some particular solutions and assessments.

In this paper, we allow ourselves to analyse the possibility of abandoning the
Muller's assumption. We begin our discussion with a very simple example.
An autonomous circuit consisting of two RS-flip-flops and the corresponding
Muller diagram describing its behaviour are shown in Fig. 1. Within the
framework of the Muller's assumption this circuit is semimodular, totally
sequential, and its behaviour does not depend on element delays. Now, if we
insert a delay into the feedback marked by a cross in Fig. 1, the corresponding
Muller diagram will be as shown in Fig. 2, with the fifth variable defining
the state of the delay's output. The main operating cycle of the circuit is
designated in Fig. 2 by thick arrows. If the inserted delay is greater than
the delay in gate 23, then in state 010*11* there may arise a condition for
the circuit to leave the main cycle (as shown the dashed arrow in Fig. 2)
to the 01'11'1' state in which semimodularity is violated, with subsequent
transition of flipflop (zl,22) to the metastable state. The reader may easily
see that there are such relationships between delays that under them the
circuit would be susceptible to all imaginable troubles.
It might seem that the problems in the giverrexample could be remedied by
ordering the delays - a signal is firstly applied to the feedback connection,
and only then to the other flipflop input, as it is shown in Fig. 1 for flip
flop (z3,za). This does not however exclude a wire branching, and due to
some reasons that will further be considered does not eliminate the trouble.
Speaking generally, we could avoid wire branches in the circuit of Fig. 1
by arranging the 'field branchingn instead if the gate of the transistor (in
MOStechnology) had been connected in series with the output wire. This,
however, does not exclude the delay of the transistor itself. Besides, even in a
complementing flipflop (the so-called Harvard circuit), let alone any circuits
with feedbacks of higher complexity, one should demand that the signal at
the complementing input be ordered differently depending a particular state

Figure 1.

of the flip-flop.
It can be seen as an established fact [12,14,15] that the wire branches, with
rare exceptions, lead to the violation of delay-independence. Consequently,
the question regarding the possibility of constructing a circuit invariant to
wire and transistor delays is reduced to the question of the possibility of
constructing a circuit having no branches in wires or having the branches
which are insensitive to the delays.

In other words, while the Muller's assumption reduces all the delays in elements to the element's outputs, our task is to investigate the model in which
all the delays are associated with the inputs, and not of the logical elements,
which are circuits themselves, but of the transistors. Such investigations
would certainly require using not just the automata- logical approaches, but
also the topological findings such as using the field branches rather than the
wire ones.
It seems that the first attempt to solve the problem of constructing a circuit
insensitive to wire delays was undertaken by Keller [13]. He proposed a set of
universal modules allowing to build circuits whose behaviour is invariant to
delays in modules and intermodular connections. Unfortunately, the Keller's
modules were not themse!ves invariant to their element delays and intrarnodular wires. However, by and large, the Keller's idea - to confine all the
branches inside circuit elements - appears to be productive, and provided
that the intraelement problem are solved the result may be successful.
Now it would be expedient to ask: should one 'enter the listsn in achieving
the intraelement delay-independence when this problem can be effectively and
fully solved on the layout design level?
There are a t least two arguments in favour of efforts in this direction.
First of all it is a natural scientific curiousity that makes us interested in
finding the answer to the following question: Is it possible to construct a
circuit insensitive to wire and transistor delays?
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Figure 2.

The other reason has a direct and clear practical consequence. The iact that
delay-independent circuits are totally self-checking with respect to stuck-at
faults \12,15,16] is obviously very important and promising for their appilcation. This property allows to implement a test-free fault localizatior during
the on-line circuit operation. It is however the case that only those s~uck-at
faults of elements (modules, components) with respect to which the circult is
delay-independent. Thus, for example, the break and short-circ~it(stuck-at
faults) faults of a transistor in a NAND element do not mimic as stuck-at
faults of the element itself. As a consequence, the step, with respect to the
delay-independence, from the gate level to the transistor levei considerably

increases the number of potentially detectable faults.
Generally speaking, the basic circuit element of an integrated circuit is a
topological construct, and the central problem of a short term scale would
apparently be development of synthesis methods for a base of topological
constructs. This goal is however just a sweet dream today.

2

Circuit Elements

As we are interested in solutions invariant to the delays in wires and transietors the transistors and wires should therefore be basic building blocks for a

circuit. Such blocks, or circuit modules, will be taken in the NMOS, CMOS
and bipolar (ECL) technologies.

In this paper we avoid formal proofs, which are evidently implied from the
known theoretical results, and undertake the way of showing, at the constructive level, the possibility to construct circuits whose behaviour is independent
of delays in wires and transistors. We try to draw the reader's attention to
all our assumptions to such an extent, of course, that we see and understand
them.
The major part of work done in the area of self-timing assumes, either implicitly or explicitly, certain constraints on relations between delays. For
example, it can be foreseen that the delay of a 1 micron wire would be less
than that of a 1 mm wire. But as we have already mentioned, the property
of delay-independence would interest us, among other things, with regard to
that of self-checkability. And insthis case the break of the 1 micron wire would
make the wire delay infinitely large and hence greater than the 1 mm wire
delay. Therefore, when we are unable to reach the point of absolutely pure
delay-independence we shall be assessing the correct operation with respect
to certain limit determined by the possibility of occurrence of a stuck-at fault.
The results obtaioed in the following sections hold for a restricted, but still
rather wide, class of circuits which will be d e h e d below.
The solutions proposed may appear quite heavy. Furthermore, every time
we faced a dilemma as to whether to prefer a more economical construction
or more descriptively simple one, we made our choice in favour of the latter
because the objective of this work was to establish the fact that circuits insensitive to both wire and transistor delays are implementable, the fact that
for many years had been doubtful.
However, understanding the complexity of the suggested constructions we
should make a preliminary note. In this paper, we shall be using a language
for initial specifications of circuits, the language of change diagrams. The
complexity of implementations will be linear to that of initial specification,
and we would like the reader to bear this in mind and hence not to be "fearedn
of the complexity and heaviness of the constructions.

2.1

Invertor

Two serially interconnected NMOS invertors with a D-load are shown in
Fig. 3a, and the corresponding layout for this circuit with polysilicon selfcoupled gates [17] is shown in Fig. 3b. The circuit has a wire branch at the
point marked * c n . In order to eliminate this branch let us modify the circuit
layout (Fig. 3c a d 3d). After doing so we have a poly wire connecting the
source of transistor TIwith its load being also the gate of transistor Tz. Such
a layout provides for branching not by a wire but rather by the electrical field.
The signal transfer from the first invertor to the second is done through the
charging of a capacitance Uconductor- undergate oxide - channel - substrate n .
The charging time for the capacitance is a part of the whole delay of signal
propagation along the wire. The similar topological modification will be used
elsewhere in this paper for the interconnection of elements.
It may seem that from the viewpoint of delay-independence the elimination of
branching at point c, at least in the invertor, has no particular sense. However,
let us look at the possibility of breaking the wire connecting the c point with
the gate of transistor T2. In the case of the layout of Fig. 3b this fault is not
stuck-at and the state of transistor T2 is determined by the distribution of
capacitances in the circuit and by the state of the adjacent wires. For the
topology of Fig. 3c, the break of the wire connecting the transistor's source
with its load, below transistor T2, leads to the stuck-at condition of Y = 0,
and, above Tz (in 'alive" circuit), Y = 1 due to a periodic subcharge of the
gate of Tz through transistor TI.

In the CMOS invertor shown in Fig. 4a the input signal is applied on the
two transistors which, without coupling the wire with the gates (Fig. 4b): wili
inevitably result in an additional branch.
The ECGinvertor shown in Fig. 5 contains at least three branching points,
one of which, point a, provides the branching of current and hence must be
kept, while the other's influence can be "abolished", for achieving the stuck-at
character of faults, by the layout design measures.

a)

Figure 4.

polysilicon
*--*----

.--..--.
channel
Figure 3.

2.2

into two subcircuits: the lower invertor a = z;, and the upper subcircuit with
two inputs, at the gate and at the drain, y = a V 4 .

Gate

An NMOS gate representing the two-input NAND (further denoted as
2NAND) function is shown in Fig. 6a. In the above we have already given
the way to tackle the branching a t the point c, but here we are facing another
obstacle. When zl = 0 the change of input 22 is not translated (12,151 to
the circuit's output, and as a consequence can not be indicated (observed).
Therefore, for 21 = 0 the circuit's behaviour depends on the value of the delay of wire 22 and transistor T2.It is an apparent conclusion that a 2NAND
can be used for building delay-independent circuits with respect to the delays
which are bound to the inputs if and only if we have an additional output,
translating changes of signals at the 22 input (through transistor Tz!).

The introduction of a pull-up transistor at point a has resulted in the branch
arisen, and besides when 22 = 0 (a = 1) the zl wire and transistor T2 are not
indicated. To overcome the latter problem we suggest principal way - to fix
up the discipline of signal changes a t the gate input: if zl = zz = 1, then
the change of 22 from 1 to 0 must be preceded by the change of zl from 0
t o 1. Actually, if such an ordering is not provided by a natural way of signal
sequencing, there can be built a composite gate with an automatic preodering
of the input signal changes.
The gate of Fig. 6b will be designated as shown in Fig. 6c. Then the circuit
for an auto-ordered-input gate will be represented as shown in Fig. 7a. In this
figure the values of outputs are marked near the outputs. It can be seen that
the circuit does not respond to the changes of signal 22 until the zl signal
becomes equal to 0 and yl has changed from 1 to 0. Necessary order of signals
on inputs of gate r is provided by the semimodularity of the circuit realized.
The general symbolics for an auteordered gate is shown in Fig. 7b.
The situation with the branch at point a is more difficult. The circuit's
behaviour depends on the deiay in the wire between point a and the drain of
transistor TI.The constructive coupling of the drains of transistors Tland
T3makes this delay negligibly small, and in a faultless circuit it can really
be neglected. In a faulty circuit the following double defect is not indicated
(i.e. doesn't result in a stuck-at fault) - the break of a link between point
a with transistor TIand the short-circuit of the drain of transistor Tlonto
the ground. It is easily seen that simple layout efforts make the probability
of such a defect negligibly small.

Figure 6.

In principle, we could disregard the delay of transistor Tzand translate signal
22 onto the output by simply expanding the corresponding wire, all the more
that if 21 = 0 then there is no current through T2and the change of its state
is reduced only to the change of its gate. However this is not the case when
we are interested in self-checkability. In fact, if the "source-drainn path of
transistor Tzis short-circuited, the delay of closing the transistor off becomes
infinitely large and the circuit stops its operation. In order to do this, the
information about transistor Tzswitching off is to be translated over to the
output of the gate, which is provided by adding an extra pull-up transistor
at the a point (Fig. 6b). Having so the circuit is in a natural way partitioned

The implementation of a CMOS gate is a bit more complex because the gate
(see Fig. 8a) contains two ptransistors connected in parallel, and in a conventional implementation the opening of one of them, while the other is already
open, is not indicated. The step to the circuit of Fig. 8b requires using a pass
transistor, T2,a transistor with a lower threshold, which is technologically
achieved by having an additional lithography - unfortunately, we could not
find a better solution (in the case of a high degree of circuit 'liveness", i.e.
when a guaranteed gate switching rate must be provided, and in high fault
diagnosis rate requirements, we can abandon pass transistors and resort to
using an intracircuit element memory). The breaks of wires into which the
gates of receivers are inserted are designated by crosses, the designation to be
also used in the sequel. The situation with the branch in point a is similar to
that of an NMOS gate, although the consideration of the collisions arisen in
it would be a useful, but not so simple, exercise.

An ECL gate is shown in Fig. Qa,and its symbolics is in Fig. 9b. The variant of
its implementation demonstrating the possibility to complement the variables
at the output is shown in Fig. 9c.

2.3

Valve Gate

The introduction of a circuit element called a valve gate, or more briefly
a valve, has been caused only by the reasons of suitability for the further
presentation. In fact, a valve can be implemented using the above-described
gate as a building block. this is shown in Fig. 10. The basic idea of valve
operation is in providing the 1-0-1 change cycle of signal zz if zz = 1.
It should be noted that the valve implemented as shown in Fig. 10 preserves
the requirements to the signal change discipline which were necessary for a
gate, i.e. the valve (control) signal may change its allowing value, zz = 1, only
after the end of the change cycle of signal zl,yl = 1. Using the auto-ordering
removes such a constraint.
Figure 7.

On the other hand, we could also use as a valve just a part of the gate
circuit which forms an analogue of a Manchester carry chain [17], as shown
in Fig. 11, with similar constraints on the chain length. The auto-ordering
in this situation can be governed by signal y, common for all valve control
variables.

In principle an RS-flip-flop is built as a conventional interconnection of two
NAND elements, the gates, as shown in Fig. 12. The distinction reflecting
the present approach lies in the fact that the output signals of the flip-flop
are taken from the additional outputs of the gates thereby providing that
the change of the flip-flop output is possible strictly after the completion of
transitions in all of its transistors.
We should point out that the RS-flipflop considered here has, at the same
time, a substantial distinction against a conventional circuit. In a commonly
used RS-flipflop, built of NANDs, the change of state proceeds through the
intermediate, transient, state (1,l). The same, (1,1),state can also be reached
when the two zero values, R = S = 0, are applied to the flip-flop's inputs. In
the flipflop of Fig. 12 the transient state of its inputs is (0,O) that makes it
impossible to build a generator circuit by means of a serial interconnection of
two RS-flip-flops (likewise Fig. la).

a)

b)
Figure 10.

Figure 11

Figure 12.
Figure 9.

2.5

Asynchronous Distributor Cell

1

1 01 1
I* 1 0 1

t

A cell of asynchronous distributor of signals is shown in Fig. 13. It is a
modification of the so-called David element [11,12,15,18,19]. Let us consider

The state of the diagram is presented
as the matrix beneath.

the behaviour of the cell using the Muller diagram notation as shown in
Fig. 14.

-

,
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1 0 0 1
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12a

t l 0 12b
0 1 0

13a

I* 1 0 13b

t

t

F i y r e 13.

In the initial state all the input and output signals of the cell are equal to 1and
the internal flip-flop has the (0,l) state. The cell is activated by the change
of input signal zj-1. After that the input gate, z, becomes non-conductive
a t the lower transistor (at the upper transistor it has already been cut off
by signal ej) and makes the flipflop t o change its state through invertor
c j . The flipflop transient process begins with closing the gate a j and, as
a consequence, opening the lower transistor of gate b j . Starting thereupon
processes inside the cell proceed their ways concurrently. This is shown in
Fig. 14 by chains a and b.
The change of signal y,, beginning from state 6a serves as a reply to signal

1 1 0

t

14a

0 1,O 14b
1 1 0

15a

0 1 O* 15b
1 0 0

16a

0 1 O* 16b
1 0 1

t

t

Figure 14.

Note: In state 16b it is possible
to excite the variable x ;-, .
J

In that case the repetition of
the b e y g part also contains
paralle branches.

zj-1 and allows the change of the letter. The transition of the circuit to state
86 and to subsequent states, zj-1 = ej = 1, allow for the change of the input
signal z j which is acknowledged by signal yj+l = 0. From this moment, the
cell carries out the backward transitions towards the initial state.

It should be noted that due to the requirement of delay-independence the
cell's behaviour must be such that the next activation of the cell can not be
realized before the input signal has changed back to the initial state, z, = 1.
On the other hand, the next activation may be started before the removal of
the acknowledge signal from the next cell has occurred because signal yj+l =
0 holds up the change in the flip-flop. The issue related to the automatic
blocking of unsafe collisions will be discussed later.

2.6

Controlled Flip-Flop

The RS-flip-flop discussed in Section 2.4 had only one control input per each
of its arms. In our below discussions we would rather need a fiipflop whose
transitions are controlled by the conjunction of arbitrary length.
But before we proceed to the description of such a flip-flop we should recall
that in order to provide the circuit's delay-independence with respect to wire
and transistor delays we must eliminate all branches in wires. Besides, we
must also make each signal acknowledged. Such acknowledgement must generally be organized a t the global circuit level, but it should also have a proper
local support. With respect to the input signal, each transistor, the signal's
acceptor, can and must be regarded 8s a delay inserted in series. In this case,
the acceptor is inserted into the break of the corresponding wire. A particular
point for such an insertion will again further be labeled in figures by a cross
on a necessary wire.
Let us refer to Fig. 15. Let both of the valved chains transferring the output
signals of RS-flip-flop to its input be closed, alaz = 0, blbz = 0. Then RSflip-flop can be in one of the two steady states, e.g., in zl = 0, 2 2 = 1.
Conjunction alaz = 1 allows for the transfer of value 21 = 0 onto the zl input
of RS-flip-flop that leads to the switching of the flip-flop with the result of z l
being changed t o 1 which is translated onto the zl input. The change of the
values of control signals a;,bi is allowed when zl = 22 = 1. The change of the
values of control signals must here provide the transient state of conjunctions
alaz = blb2 = 0.
We should point out, for a meticuious reader, that the opening of the transistor controlled by signal zl is checked under the next switching of the flipflop.
Note also that the control conjunction may be of arbitrary length.

Figure 15.

3

The Synthesis Problem

It has become traditional to use Muller diagrams in the specification an analysis of delay-independent circuits [9,lO]. The Muller diagram can be uniquely
built for a set of functions describing the behaviour of circuit elements. On
the other hand, for any non-contradictory Muller diagram one can build, with
an accuracy of reassignment of the functions on the combinations corresponding to the states unused in the diagram, a set of circuit functions. However,
the functions thus derived may happen to be, as they fairly often are, not
realizable by a single element in a chosen circuitry basis. To overcome this
problem, during the synthesis of circuit from a Muller diagram one should
introduce additional variables into the latter, and the resulting circuit is described by some other, extended, diagram. For example, the method of the
so-called perfect implementation [11,12,15] is concerned with twice the number of variables in a diagram. Therefore, first of all, we should make certain
refinements on the statement of the synthesis problem.

3.1

The Projection of Muller Diagram

Let us have an autonomous circuit described by the following equations:

21 =
22 =

23,
z;,
23 = z;,
24

= Z;Z;

V

z;z4

V

z;z4.

The circuit's behaviour is described by the diagram shown in Fig. 16a. Suppose that only variables z l and 2 2 are available for observation. Their behaviour is shown in Fig. 16b. It is natural that the observer can not distinguish
the variable state 0 from state 0' because the presence or absence of the element's excitation is concerned with the processes internal for the element.
Consequently, the sequences of the states differing from each other only in the
presence or absence of variable excitations can not be seen by the external
observer. However, such an observer may be certain in that the change of the
variable's value is preceded by its excitation. Therefore, the above circuit,
denoted as S(zl, zz,zs, z4) for the observer having access only to variables z l
and 22, will be expressed by the diagram shown in Fig. 16c. This diagram is
no Muller diagram, or is a contradictory Muller diagram, because it has two
pairs of contradictory states, viz. (0'1,Ol') and (lo*,1*0), the states with
identical code combinations but different excitations.
We call the diagram of Fig. 16c the projection of the diagram of Fig. 16a
onto variables z1,22. In sequel, the Muller diagram for circuit S ( X , Y) will
be denoted as D[S(X,Y)], and its projection onto subset X of variables as
Pz[S(X, Y)]. It is natural that

It follows from the above that Pz[S(X, Y)] is obtained from D[S(X, Y)] by
deleting the variables in subset Y from the state encodings and "glueing upn
the adjacent states differing only in prsence or absence of excitation asterisks.
Let us make use of the example just to make several preliminary notes.
First, we can avoid contradictions in the diagram shown in Fig. 16c by introducing a multi-valued representation of variables, i.e. by constructing a
semi-cumulative diagram (Fig. 17a). This means that the external observer
counts the number of changes of each variable (in this case by modulo 4). It is
clear that this counting procedure can be "mechanized" through the inclusion
of a variable that will distinguish even and odd values of variables (Fig. 17b).
Note that the diagrams in Fig. 16a and 17b have the same projection on
variables 21, 2 2 .
Second, we can see that the excitation of variable 2 2 in Fig. 16a occurs before
that of z l whereas in the diagram of Fig. 16c this is not the cme. Furthermore,

c)

Figure 16.

21
22

Y

Transition from 1 t o 0
Y
Y
ziz'z

Transition from 0 t o 1
Y'

Y'
2122

The conjunction determining the switching condition for z j from 1 to 0 and
from 0 to 1 will be called the zero transition term and the one transition
term, respectively, and denote as Tjo and Tjl. If the switching conditions
of variables consist each exactly of one term (single-term diagram), then the
corresponding circuit is implemented using controlled flipflops as shown in
Fig. 18.
It should be kept in mind that the change of variable values must, for the
values of z j and <., have the (0,O) transient state, and the control conjunction
must include, together with the variables, the outputs of their valved chains.

Figure 17.

Note, however, that a single-term diagram is just a particular, rather limited,
case of Muller diagrams. The number of terms in the switching condition
depends on the number of variable changes in the circuit's operation cycles
and on the presence of the so-called overtake terms. We first consider the
concept of the excitation overtake. Let a circuit be given by the following
equation system:

the above-mentioned ordering can not be noticed by the external observer.
Such an effect wili further be called an implicit, or hidden, ordering.

3.2

Synthesis based on Muller diagrams

The corresponding Muller diagram is shown in Fig. 19a. For this diagram,
the variable switching conditions are as follows:

Let a behaviour of circuit Sl(X) be defined by semimodular Muller diagram
DIS1(X)]. T h e problem ofaynthesia of the circuit i n a given functional base (a
given set of functions implemented by the circuit elements) consists i n finding
a circuit S2(X, Y) such that:
a) all the functions F j ( X , Y ) describing the circuit belong to the given
base;
b) Pz[S2(X,Y)]= DIS1(X)],i.e. the projection of the Muller diagram of
circuit S2(X,Y) onto subset of variables X is identical with the original
diagram;
c) the behaviour of circuit Sz(X,Y) does not depend on delays.
Here, we can actually start discussion on how to build circuits from simple
Muller diagrams. Consider as an example the diagram shown in Fig. 17b.
The switching conditions for the variables are as follows:

The diagram is single-term with respect to all variables but 21. The excitation
of variable z l occurs when 2 4 = 1. However, under this condition variable
2 2 is also excited, and its transition to 1switches variable 24. If by the time
has not yet changed, then variable 2 2
that 2 4 has changed to 0 variable
must "overtaken the excitation of 21. Similarly, the excitation of zl is further
"overtakenn by variable 23.
The general idea of the exclusion of overtake terms is quite trivial - prior to
resetting the excitation term one must store the excitation in an additionai

Figure 19.

c)

Figure 18.

variable. This technique is shown in the diagram of Fig. 19b. Note that the
diagram of Fig. 19a is the projection of that of Fig. 19b onto variables z l ,
22, zs,24. The circuit corresponding to the latter diagram has the system of
elements' inherent functions a s follows:

where y is an additional variable. The variable switching conditions are as
follows:

and the diagram shown in Fig. 19b is single-termed. Note that we have again
faced with the hidden ordering. Furthermore, the elimination of overtake
terms may require, in the worst case, twice the number of variables. This
however does not rfiake any allowance for the procedure of obtaining a singleterm diagram in the case of variables with multiple changes.

In the diagram shown in Fig. 20a, during the operational cycle, variable zl
changes twice. The corresponding circuit has the following element's equations:

Figure 20.
and the variable switching conditions are:

The switching of variable z l is controlled by four terms. The general idea
of the elimination of multitermality consists in the fixation of each excitation term and representation of variable z l in a positional notation, with

subsequent transformation into a binary variable. The idea of such an implementation is clearly seen from the diagram of Fig. 20b where the first four
variables, yl t o y*, constitute,the positional representation of variable z l .
The subcircuit forming variable zl has the following switching terms:

It can easily be seen that the control of the changes of variables
does not alter.

22

and z s

All the above said provides for a transition towards single-termed diagrams
and enables synthesis of circuits whose behaviour is independent of delays in
wires and transistors for distributive circuits in the base of controlled fligflops
of the type shown in Fig. 15.
Nondistributive circuits involve one more type of multitermality the method
for the elimination of which, in a given functional base, has not been found.
Moreover, it seems very likely that nondistributive circuits can not be implemented in fully delay-independent way with respect t o wire and transistor
delays though we have not been able t o find any satisfactory proof for this
fact1. For clarifying the above we use an example. Consider a simple, but
rather instructive, circuit:

Figure 21.
whose Muller diagram is given in Fig. 21. It is important here that variable z l
being in state 0 is excited by the two independent processes - the switchings
of zz and zs, which is exactly the inherent point in a violation of distributivity.
Note that the above circuits have a characteristic property that can be called
the conservativity of the links, i.e. each signal incoming to the element is
associated with the corresponding acknowledgement signal. The separation
of acknowledgement signals in a gate is done by the procedure of ordering the
signals. In order t o find a solution to the problem of synthesis of nondistributive circuits of the class considered here we need either t o find a technique
'It waa just the search for this proof that caused the two yeare between it had been
reported at the seminar at Helsinki University of Technology and its appearance in print.

for the implementation of a related hidden ordering or to prove that such a
procedure does not exist.
This could be a good place to end the paper if it had not been leaving the
reader with a bit of regret because of complexity of the proposed procedures,
which are concerned with a considerable growth in the number of variables,
and hence, that of the Muller diagram size. Actually, the increased number
of variables causes the increase in the ranks of switching terms though we are
unable to give a precise evaluation of such an increase under the transformation of a diagram to the single-termed one. A natural objective would be to
delete the redundant variables from the general functional consideration by
means of the structural synthesis which enables to construct a circuit through
a direct translation of an initial specification into the circuit's representation.

3.3

Event frames

A Muller diagram is capable of demonstrating the logical possibilities of interactions between the variables and all the potential trajectories2 of the state
changes.
At the same time, a circuit's operation is a collection of events associated with
the changes of states of the circuit components. On the one hand, the Muller
diagram contains all the information regarding the ordering and coordination
of these events but, on the other hand, this information is intermeshed with
a large number of events (the changes of additional variables) playing rather
an auxiliary role in the circuit's operation. We inserted these variables in
accordance to our definition of the synthesis problem, and without them the
circuit can not work as we wish, but it would nevertheless be a nice thing
to avoid their insertion in explicit way, by having them being added t o the
circuit by a mechanical procedure hidden from the designer's view.

In fact, by eliminating the takeover terms and the multitermality with respect
to the switchings we temporarily clear off the way the original logical variables
of the circuit and only take care of the event "frameworkn of its behaviour.
We shall call the latter an event frame.
As far as the description of the system of interacting events is concerned the
languages used for the specification of event frames must also be the languages
for the description of systems of interacting events, and the events themselves,
according to the synthesis problem requirements, must be asynchronous. Such
"t is expedient to exploit here the term "trajectory" rather than a more popular now
Yrace' because though understanding the common between them to underline the distinction between a Muller diagram and a system of traces.

languages are for example the Petri nets, signal graphs, change diagrams. Regarding the class of our problems all these languages have tbe same descriptive
power, the same hardship of the correctness checking, and preference to some
of them can be given only from rather personal attitudes of the users.
A change diagram is a graph whose vertices are associated with prescribed
events, the changes of variable values, and arcs correspond to the causal
relations between events. Marking an arc with a token shows the presence
of a cause. The set of arcs incoming to a vertex defines the conjunction of
causes for the event associated with the vertex. The changing of markings
which reflects the causal relationship in a change diagram is an indivisible
operation. It consists of the simultaneous removal of tokens from the incoming
arcs and adding them to each of the outgoing arcs. Note that the simultaneity
requirement can not be implemented in an asynchronous circuit because of
the natural physical phenomena in the implementation. As a consequence, in
a synthesis from change diagrams the indivisibility of marking changes will
be held with accuracy of hidden ordering. We should also briefly note that
the absence of disjunctive vertices restricts our consideration to distributive
event systems, by analogy with the distributive circuits.

The behavioural correctness of change diagrams can actually be reduced to
safeness, the impossibility to have more than one token on an arc, and to
correctness with respect to switching changes, the impossibility to have concurrent activation of two events that are associated with the change of one and
the same variable and the impossibility of violation of the variable switching
order (according to that order, the 0-1 transition of variable must strictly be
followed by the 1-0 transition and vice versa). The persistence of the change
diagrams is provided by their structural organization - any outgoing arc has
one and only one goal vertex. Liveness and reachability depend on the initial
marking and the circuit's behavioural semantics, and here are out of concern.
For every Muller diagram we can construct exactly one change diagram, and:
furthermore, for a semimodular Muller diagram there is a correct change diagram. Thus, for example, the Muller diagram shown in Fig. 16a corresponds
to the change diagram shown in Fig. 22. The converse is not true. A correct
change diagram may have no correspondent Muller diagram. For examp!e,
the change diagram of Fig. 23 generates the diagram shown in Fig. 16c, which
is not a Muller diagram. As has already been mentioned, the transition from
the diagram of Fig. 16c to the Muller diagram (Fig. 17b) demands a more or
less evident insertion of one additional variable. However this procedure is
not always so simple and clear. Thus for the event frame shown in Fig. 24a
the state diagram presented in Fig. 24b3 contains contradictions in ail of the

he meticuloua reader may again try to convince himlherself in this by constructing a
marking diagram for the change diagram of Fig. 24.

states and its transformation to a Muller diagram won't be a trivial task, let
alone any event frames of a higher complexity.
The possibility of constructing circuits invariant to delays in wires and transistors, which model the event frame behaviour is very nice. We shall refer
ourselves to this problem leaving aside the problem of transformation of event
signals into the states of fiipflops representing the variables.
3.4

Synthesis of circuits modelling event frames

Consider a simple linear event frame shown in Fig. 25a and the circuit consisting of a series of asynchronous distributor cells shown in Fig. 25b. The
flipflop of the cell holds a utokenn, i.e. a , = 1, b j = 0 is the presence of a
token in the flip-flop, and aj = 0,bj = 1 is the absence of a token. The event
activated by a token consists in the cyclic, 1-0-1, change of the input signal
of cell zj. Note again that the behaviour of the cell under the interaction
discipline described in Section 2.5 does not depend on the values of delays in
wires and transistors.

In the initial state, a token is in cell R1,and 2 1 = 0. This is the beginning
phase of event 1. The token is being written into cell Rz. The end of the
di
token writing is acknowledged
by signal y2 = 0 that leads t o the removal of
the token in cell Rl and, as a consequence, to the ending phase of event 1,
with zl = 1, which in cates the beginning phase of event 2, z2 = 0. Then
the cycle recurs with the shift a t one cell. It is clear that a hidden ordering
of marking changes has taken place in the above process.

Figure 23.

Figure 22.

One can easily notice a constraint arisen in the context of the need for a
hidden ordering. The length of the loop must be greater or equal t o three.
When having in an event frame a loop whose length is equal to two the loop
must be augmented with a dummy event.
Now consider an arbitrary change diagram that may include vertices with
several incoming and outgoing arcs. The circuits modelling the events with
several incoming and several outgoing arcs are shown in Fig. 26 and 27 respectively.
Event S in Fig. 26a, the state change of wire zs, can occur only after the occurrence of events marking the arcs d l , d2, dg. However, the circuit of Fig. 26b
providing the sequential writing of tokens onto arcs, the switching of the
fiipfiops of cells R1, R2,Rs,introduces interaction between events thereby
Uholdingup n the writing of a token in cell R2 until the complete termination
of the first event and the writing of a token t o cell Rs until the complete termination of the second event. With this, the concurrency of the input events

b)

Figure 24.

is violated, and they become explicitly ordered. To enable a hidden ordering
several dummy cells, Fl, F2,Fs, are added to the circuit thereby providing a
necessary token buffering as shown in Fig. 26c.
It may seem that such a buffering has no practical sense because it still does
not change the order of dummy events while adding more stages just complicates and slows down the circuit. But one should bear in mind that an
event taken in an event frame may itself be rather complex as, for example,
in control circuits or modular structures, and the length of the controlled
event may be orders of magnitude greater than the switching time of a distributor cell. In such circumstances, concurrent implementation of the events
themselves is more important than the ordering of circuit element switchings.
A simple example of a complex event, which we look a t below, will be the
event consisting in the forming of a value of a variable.

Figure 25.

Event S in Fig. 27a puts tokens onto several outgoing arcs. The circuit shown
in Fig. 27b carries out this process sequentially. And, again, the insertion of
buffering cells Fl, F2,Fs masks the ordering as shown in Fig. 27c.
From the above one may see that a circuit that models an event frame can be
built directly from its change diagram by substituting the respective structures of asynchronous distributor cells. The complexity of the resulting circuit would be linear to the change diagram size, and the hardware costs is not
greater than two cells per a change diagram arc (with accuracy to invertors
implemented as shown in Fig. 26).
We end this section demonstrating the possibility of a rather simple pipelinization of a circuit modelling an event frame by means of making it safe
(19,201.

b)

Figure 26.

The violation of safeness consists in the potentiality of having more than one
token on an arc. To block this condition the writing of the next token in a
distributor cell must be held up until the previous token has been removed and
the state change cycle of the output wire has terminated. This is implemented
by the circuit shown in Fig. 28.

3.5

State construction

An event frame defines the interaction and coordination of events while a
modelling circuit models by its signals this interaction and coordination. The
synthesis problem is concerned with the implementation of a state configuration, and hence we should realize the changing of states of variables in
accordance with the events in the event frame.

a)

b)

c)

Figure 27.

If an event frame has only two events aseociated with variable zj,+zj and
-zj,i.e. during the circuit operation cycle variable zj has one cycle of
changes, then the problem of construction of signal zj can be solved rather
easily. This solution is clearly seen from Fig. 29. In the case of a multiple
change of a signal in the operation cycle, the transformation work becomes
harder.

Figure 28.

We have not been able to find a more simple and clear circuit solution for
the implementation of a multiple-change variable than a circuit based on the
positional (as in Section 3.2), intermediate, representation of a variable. The
technique for such a representation, with the "double zeron transient state
on the informational variables, is clear from Fig. 30. In the circuit of Fig. 30
the insertion into an event frame is done similar to the technique shown in
Fig. 29, i.e. into the break of the acknowledgement signal of the distributor
cell.
It is also seen from Fig. 30 that the switching conditions of the flip-flop implementing variable zj are as follows:

X1X3
= 1 for the transition of zjfrom 0 to 1,
X z X r = 1 for the transition of

zjfrom

1 to 0.

+ X .1

J

Figure 30.

The final point in our construction is to include into the circuit modelling
the event frame the information about the completion of the change of a flip
flop implementing variable values. Such a flipflop is shown in Fig. 31a, and
the additional valves allowing the transfer of tokens in the circuit modelling
the event frame only after the informational flip-flop switching completion is
shown in Fig. 31b.

4

Conclusions

It is seen from the above discussion that within the assumptions about the
element functioning (see Section 2) we can implement distributive Muller circuits, the autonomous circuits with a single-tem excitation on each variable
change, with delays attached to the inputs of transistors, and therefore the
circuits whose behaviour is independent to delays in wires and transistors.
This is the precise assessment of the results discussed here.
A natural question arises regarding the connection between these results and
the practice of self-timed circuit design. In fact, this is a general question
about the relationship between Muller circuits [9,10], on the one hand, and
self-timed circuits [1,2,3] and aperiodic automata [11,12,15],on the other.
As has already been noted, Muller circuits are autonomaus automata whose
connection with the environment is done through the insertion of the environment into the breaks of corresponding wires. If we also consider the
environment as an automaton, then the interface of such kind would be a
direct consequence of the Muller-Bartkey interconnection theorem. A simple
example of such an organization can be the circuit with the Muller diagram
shown in Fig. 20a. If we break the zl wire, i.e. insert the environment in
series with the zl gate, then the output of the environment can be regarded
as a control input of the automaton, which activates the current operation
phase of the latter. The signal at the output of the zl gate will be the indicator of the fact of transient process completion in the current phase. One can
easily see that the circuit described by the diagram of Fig. 20a is a modulo 2
counter, the complementing flipflop, with the indication of the transient process completion - to each two input signal changes there is a single change
of each of the variables 22 and 23.
The above implies that the so-organized interaction between a Muller circuit
and the environment requires a handshake on each signal, which is "afFordablen for control signals but would be rather wasteful for informational ones.
Here, we face a natural question about the information interface, i.e. the
connection through "longn lines, which having been doubled for the organi-

zation of a separate handshake on each signal, would make the provision of
delay-independence a too cost venture.
Aperiodic automata and some other types of self-timed circuits solve the
problem of delay-independence with respect to wire delays by means of using self-synchronizing codes [12,15,21],which have, except for the double-rail
code, a logarithm redundancy. A typical way, in this case, would be using
the one signal acknowledging the data transfer. To implement such a signal
one may use various types of hysteresis flipflops (H-flip-flop), the simplest
variant of which is known as a Gelement of Muller.
The situation with the Muller's Gelement leads to rather pessimistic assessment of the possibility of the implementation of a group handshake independently of delays in wires and transistors.
The Maller diagram shown in Fig. 17b is distributive and, therefore, it can
be used for synthesizing a circuit whose behaviour is invariant to the delays
in wires and transistors. Within the limits of the Muller's assumption about
delays it can be implemented by NAND elements (for non-distributive circuits
this fact has not been established) (12,151.
On the other hand, variable zs in this diagram corresponds to the Muller's
Celement and the circuit of Fig. 32 allows to organize a group handshake on
the concurrent change of variables zl and zz.However, the implementation of
the Celement, even under the assumption of delays attached to the element
outputs, using only NANDs is unknown (!) and is unlikely to be possible,
though we have already had a chance to see that such conclusions are quite
risky - it had been stated in [ll]that for the construction of Muller circuits
one must have AND-OR-NOT gates.
It seems that here lies some principal rub causing the difference between aperiodic circuits and Muller circuits. The question regarding the establishment
of a precise link between the classic Muller theory and the practice of modern
self-timing is still open.
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